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About This Game

《Metal Noise》is an extraordinary flight game.

What made 《Metal Noise》 so special?

Well, in our game .

operation techniques is not the only ability required for players to pass challenging game levels;
players also need come up with tactics on regulating aircraft’s attribution and on compositing equipments and armors as well.

In our game levels,

you will meet strange Alien-monsters coming from different stars of the universe. You’ll be surprised of their super natural
power.

What else we have provided you is the challenging BOSS fight,

this challenging game level is designed especially for advanced players.

If you want to composite equipment but does not have enough components, collecting monster cards would be your top choice,
it will tell you which Alien-monster would drop materials that you
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need.

Want to make weapons of mass destruction and strong armors? To do so, you have to collect corresponding materials and earn a
certain amount of experience.

《Metal Noise》’s uniqueness allows it to stand out among other flight games.

Our carefully-designed interface will give you an exciting visual impact.

Can you resist the attraction of this fantastic flight game? Harry up！Download 《Metal Noise》and join us！

It will give you an unprecedented game experience！

I'm sorry my English is not very good hope you forgive me！
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Title: Metal Noise
Genre: Action, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Yumoon
Publisher:
Yumoon
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: win7

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space
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